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Teacher’s Manual - OPUS 2 
 
History (Music, Art, World) – Ludwig van Beethoven 
 

• Listen to recordings of Symphony No.9, particularly the Ode to Joy in the final movement. 
• Discuss aspects of a symphony: an extended work for orchestra, generally having four movements, 

tempos are usually described as: fast – slow – dancelike – fast (this varies), Symphony No. 9 uses voices 
as well as an orchestra 

• Listen to some other symphonies or excerpts from some that are likely to be familiar: Beethoven 
Symphony No. 5, Haydn Symphony No. 94 (“Surprise”), Dvorak Symphony No. 9 (“New World”), 
Berlioz Symphonie Fantastique 

• Look at some paintings from the Romantic era that include nationalism (Liberty Leading the People by 
Eugene Delacroix can be seen at: smarthistory.org/romanticism-in-france.html). 

• Discuss connections between this work and nationalistic feelings evoked by Ode to Joy. 
• Show side-by-side pictures of the Mexican flag, an early train, an early camera, and an ice cream stand. 

Make connections between these four disparate things that happened around the same time in history: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.1 Ode to Joy 
 

Expressive performance   Review notes   Beethoven 
 

• Reinforce first five notes. 
• Without explaining how, allow students to explore ways of manipulating sound in order to achieve two 

different expressions: gently and majestically.  
• Discuss what they did to change the sound. Always encourage a beautiful tone. 
• Strive for 4-bar phrasing. 
• Percussion Note: Listen carefully to the sound of the multiple bounce stroke in each hand. The bounce 

should be the same length in each hand. 
 
Rudiments: Flam 
 

• After reviewing the definition for flam, focus on differences and similarities of the right and left flams.  
• Reinforce “tap” and “up” positions for each. 
• Allow students to practice and play flams on each hand before moving to the exercises. 

 
For Percussion Only 
 

• Before playing these exercises, give students a 4-beat count and have them begin playing quarters on 
beat 1 only. Watching you, give them a non-verbal gesture for them to play the next one as a flam. Give 
another cue for them to return to quarters. 
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• Add more quarters! Have students play quarters on beats 1 and 3. Give non-verbal gestures for right 
flams. Follow this with a similar exercise, this time playing on beats 2 and 4, using left flams. Finally, 
move to the printed exercises. 
 

2.2 Outer Limits 
 

New note: Concert A   Alt. F Horn and Alt. Oboe Concert D    
F Horn lower octave Concert A, G, Bb   Percussion RH Flams 

 
• Reinforce new notes by swiftly asking students to play notes they already know in quick succession, 

peppering the game with the new note(s) from time to time.  
• Oboes using the left facing A pages will use half-hole for concert D. 
• Point to the new notes in the notation. 
• Listen for a full sound when quarters are followed by a rest. Remind students to keep a full sound and 

not to clip these notes. 
• Isolate snare to let wind players listen to the sound of flams. 
• Percussion Note: Both hands should move on flams. Keep the stick heights between the grace note and 

the primary stroke different. 
 
2.3   Old MacDonald 
 

Continue to read a second line   Familiar melody   Percussion LH Flams 
 

• Look at the last measure in the first line. Read the instructions to continue to the next line. 
• Since this is a familiar melody, get students to read the music while singing. Have them keep a fingertip 

on the music and move it as it goes along. Do this before they play. 
• Horn Challenge: Horn players who have been reading the F horn side (right facing b pages) and playing 

the lower octave are encouraged to play the upper octave in this exercise. Horn book instructions 
encourage them to review pages 5b – 7b before tackling the upper octave. Remind students to avoid too 
much tension in the lips. The embouchure should stay consistent and the airstream should be supported 
and move the air faster as the notes climb. Continue to encourage these student to play both octaves in 
their practice. 

• Isolate snare to let wind players listen to the sound of flams. 
• Percussion Note: Right flams are on beats 1 and 3; Left flams are on beats 2 and 4.  Focus on the quality 

of the flam sound. Mallets: Both alternating and double stickings are used. 
 
2.4   Shark! 
 

New note: Concert A   Alt. F Horn and Alt. Oboe Concert E    
Expressive performance   Tone cluster 

 
• Prior to playing, count aloud and have students say “rest” on the quarter rests. Listen for correct 

counting. 
• Encourage rhythmic movement to feel the beat – tapping feet, bobbing head (maintaining good 

embouchure), etc.  
• Allow musicians to decide how they will perform to make the music sound like they are being chased. 

After they play, ask them what they did to make the music sound “chase-worthy”! 
• Tone cluster: at least three consecutive notes in a scale played simulateously. Be sure that students select 

different notes! 
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• “Why is there a tone cluster at the end of Shark! ?” 
 

2.5  Crusader’s Hymn 
 

Hymn   New Notes Alt. Oboe Concert Eb, F, D  New Notes F Horn  (upper octave) Concert 
Eb, F, D   Expressive performance   Tone cluster 

 
• Silesia is an old part of Central Europe. It used to be a province of Poland. Now its area is covers parts 

of Poland, Germany, and the Czech Republic. 
• A hymn is a song of praise. 
• Find the breath marks. Before playing, take in air for 4 counts, release in a steady audible stream for 8. 

Then, take in air for 2 counts, release in a steady audible stream for 8. Play the exercise reminding 
players to use a steady airstream to create a steady tone and complete 2 bar phrases. 

• Reinforce new notes in Alt. Oboe and F Horn. 
 
Theory – Key Signature: Concert Bb Major 
 

• Once you have taught information for key signatures, flip to pages closer to the end of the book. Find 
key signatures they have not yet learned and ask them to show you where it is. Ask if they see sharps or 
flats.  

• Reinforce the key signature for each instrument. Some will have nothing in the signature and others, of 
course, will have a sharp or a flat.  

 
2.6   Keynote March 
 

Key Signature   Parade (march) style  Flams, Flam taps 

 
• Quickly go to a measure and pick a note with a flat or sharp in the key. Ask students in that section to 

name the note. Play the note. 
• Read the Musicianship Challenge! together. Listen for march-like expression. 
• “What did you do to make this sound like music you would hear in a parade?” Decide if the sound 

matched the answers. Select a student or two to demonstrate. 
 
For Percussion Only 
 

• Listen for consistency of the flams from hand to hand. 
• Watch carefully for accurate stick heights and tip position. Arms stay at the side and don’t move back 

and forth. 
 
Triangle Technique – Correct Hold and Sound Production 
 

• Suspend the triangle from a triangle clip which has a loop of light-weight material. 
• Rest the tip of the clip on top of your middle finger and the back of the clip on the thumb. 
• Gently drop a triangle beater into the triangle. Strike the triangle on the side opposite the opening or on 

the bottom side. Lift the beater away from the triangle in a smooth motion. 
• Striking the instrument in different locations and at different angles will produce a variety of sounds. 
• To stop the sound, gently grasp the triangle with the fingertips.  
• For a triangle roll, move the beater rapidly and steadily back and forth in the top or side corner. 
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• Single-stroke rolls are achieved by mounting the triangle to a stand with a clip and using two identical 
beaters. 

 
History (Music, Art, World) – Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
 

• Listen to a recording of Mozart’s Twelve Variations on "Ah vous dirai-je, Maman and other Mozart 
works. 

• Listen to Andante in C, K. 1a, said to be Mozart’s first composition written at the age of 5. Talk briefly 
about musical talent – what is it, do you have to be a Mozart to be talented, can anyone be a composer? 

• Look at photographs of some paintings from the Neoclassical era (The Death of Socrates by Jacques-
Louis David can be seen at: www.ibiblio.org/wm/paint/auth/david/socrates.jpg). 

• Neoclassical art was a movement away from the frilly, embellished works of the Rococo. Lines were 
more basic and clear rather than ornate. How does this compare with music of Mozart’s time? 

• Show side-by-side pictures of a depiction of the Revolutionary War, David’s The Death of Socrates, and 
Johnny Appleseed. Talk about the coexistence of each of these different features of the late 1700s, how 
they are the same, how they differ, how they could possible exist at the same time in history. 

 

                     
 
2.7  Star Search 
 

Key Signature: Concert Bb Major   Familiar melody  Four bar phrasing 

 
• Familiarity with the melody will enable students to learn this quickly. 
• Have students find and identify the key signature. 
• Breathing exercise for four-bar phrasing: 

o Sit straight and tall, instrument in playing position 
o Keeping shoulders down and letting the tummy move out, inhale for 4 beats. 
o Wind players use air to sustain a concert Bb for 4 counts 
o Repeat exercise three times, each time lengthening the number of sustained counts 
o Focus on steady sound, clear tone quality 

• Percussion Note: Review triangle holding position and playing technique; be sure the player can see 
you, the triangle and the music while holding the triangle up. 

 
Theory – Dynamics: Piano and Forte 
 

• Read the definitions for p (piano) and f (forte) using correct terminology. 
• Have students demonstrate, in a variety of ways, the difference between p and f. For example, foot 

stomping and foot tapping, yelling and whispering, clapping and tapping 
 

2.8  Beat Street - Dynamics 
 

Dynamics: f  p  
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• Use clasped hand pulsing for sustained notes. 
• Clap using dynamics as indicated: f  and  p 
• Percussion Note:  Dynamics are produced stick or mallet height, not by how hard the instrument is 

struck. Mallets: On keyboard percussion instruments, dynamics are changed with the changing height 
and striking location of the mallets. For f, play 10" above the center of the bar. For p, play 4" above the 
center of the bar. 

 
2.9  London Bridge 
 

Dynamics: f  p    Phrasing   English Folk Song 

 
• Look at 2.8 Beat Street and 2.9 London Bridge – what is the same? (dynamics, rhythm) 
• Clap Beat Street again. 
• “How many measures are played loudly (forte)?” Play them. 
• “How many measures are played quietly (piano)?” Play them. 
• “Where should the breath (phrase) marks go?” Write them in. 
• Percussion Note: “Look at the first two bars. What is your sticking? Write it in. Find two measures that 

are the same as the first two. Write the sticking in. What is the sticking for bars 3-4? Bars 7-8? Write it 
in.” 

• Play London Bridge using correct dynamics and phrasing. 
 

2.10  Jingle Bells - Duet 
 

Dynamics: f  p    Phrasing   Percussion Eighths    Holiday Song 

 
• Everyone should look at Part A and clap Jingle Bells using correct dynamics. 
• Everyone should look at Part B and clap Jingle Bells using correct dynamics. 
• “Are there any rhythm differences between A and B?” (No) 
• Isolate wind parts in bars 3-4 and practice separately and slowly. The interval movement here needs 

attention. 
• Assign Parts A and B in creative ways. For example: players with blue shirts on are Part A, everyone 

else plays part B; players who were born in December play Part A, everyone else plays part B; everyone 
who has ever been on a one-horse open sleigh play Part A, everyone else plays part B. 

• Percussion Note: Eighth notes are introduced and should be played with a steady, even, consistent 
sound. Mallets: Remind players to adjust mallet height when playing different dynamics. 

 
On the Podium 
 

• Moving to music helps to reinforce all sorts of musical skills and know-how. This includes conducting 
and we think everyone should conduct! 

• Have students demonstrate, in a variety of ways, the difference between p and f. For example, foot 
stomping and foot tapping, yelling and whispering, clapping and tapping. 

• With instruments secured, have students use a large motion to move both arms up and down to a steady 
beat (don’t worry about conducting form yet).  

• Next, have them use a small motion to move arms up and down to a steady beat. 
• Mix it up! Using large and small motions, have students move to a beat that gradually gets faster or 

slower. 
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• As you demonstrate a four-beat pattern, don’t worry about teaching a preparatory beat or making the 
gesture “look pretty” for right now. We want to get the students to move their arm and hand in time in 
using a general pattern to internalize beat in this somewhat “unnatural” movement. Polishing can come 
later. 

• Demonstrate a four-beat pattern (determine whether you want students to use one or both arms):  
o place the hand in front of the face with the hand using a “handshake” shape 
o bring the hand straight down to about bellybutton level (beat 1) 
o bring the hand left across the body in a slight arc to the left side (beat 2) 
o bring the hand right across the body in a “wave form” to the right side (beat 3) 
o bring the hand up in an arc form to return to where the downbeat began (beat 4) 

• Practice this pattern altogether with some fun recorded music. Suggest that students bring music that 
they like to listen to for the next lesson. Have them demonstrate their 4-beat pattern while conducting to 
their favorite music. 

• Practice larger (louder) and smaller (quieter) patterns 
 
2.11  Dreidel Song 
 

Dynamics: f  p    Conducting a 4-beat pattern   Percussion Eighths    Holiday Song 

 
• The Dreidel Song is about the Dreidel game. “Dreidel” means “to turn" 
• A dreidel is a four-sided top, with each side representing one of the four nations that held Jewish people 

as slaves. 
• When practicing conducting, first use the CD. The click track will help students to hear the tempo. 

Using the CD first (without playing) will give students an opportunity to hear the song and conduct to a 
steady tempo. Everyone in the lesson group can do this together while you help with gesture. 

• After practicing the song on instruments, invite a volunteer to come in front of the group to conduct.  
 
Theory - Dynamics 
 

• Read the definitions for mp (mezzo piano) and mezzo (mezzo forte) using correct terminology. 
• Use a few other Italian words to reinforce the meaning of mezzo (medium or half). For example: mezzo 

luna (half moon)  -  mezzo giorno (midday, noon)  
• Have students demonstrate, in some way, the difference between p and f. Ask them to add two levels in 

between. For example: whisper, speak to the person next to you, speak to the person across the room, 
yell to the person two blocks away. 
 

2.12  Beat Street - Dynamics 
 

Dynamics: p  mp  mf  f  

 
• Use clasped hand pulsing for sustained notes. 
• Clap using dynamics as indicated. 
• Percussion Note: Attend to stick/mallet heights and tip positions for accuracy of dynamics. Mallets: 

Remind students that mallet height and striking location control dynamics. For mf, play 6-8" above the 
center of the bar. For mf, play 4" above the bar.  

 
Rudiments: Paradiddle 
 

• Review the definition for paradiddle and demonstrate. 
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• Focus should be on accurate sticking. 
 
2.13  Dynamic Doodle All Day 
 

Dynamics: p  mp  mf  f   Percussion Paradiddle   American Folk Melody 
 

• Horn: For students who read the right facing B pages and have been playing the lower octave instead of 
the upper, a new note is introduced: Bb (Eb concert). 

• Listen for consistent tone quality across all dynamics. 
• Let students change the dynamics (for example, instead of p in the first two bars, have them select a 

different dynamic level – do the same for each dynamic change) and play again. 
• Percussion Note: For the paradiddle, the height of each stroke and its sound should be the same.  Key 

the tips in the correct playing position for the dynamic. 
 
Theory – Pick-Up notes 
 

• Have students look at 2.14 A-Tisket, A-Tasket while you teach them about pick-up notes. 
• Count the number of beats in measure 1 (1). 
• “Where can those other three beats be?” (Last measure) 
• Count the number of beats in the last measure (4). 
• Count off 3 preparation beats – have students get set to play on beat 4 
• Give a good an obvious physical cue for the pick-up note. 
• If desired, you may opt to use the more specialized label, anacrusis. 

 
2.14  A-Tisket, A-Tasket 
 

Pick-Up Note   American Folk Song 
 

• Percussion Note: If desired, the suspended cymbal can be muffled by grabbing it with the other (non-
stick) hand exactly on the rest. 

 
2.15  Oh! Susanna - Duet 
 

Pick-Up Note   Duet  Percussion Multiple Stroke Bounce in 8ths     Stephen Foster 
 

• “What is the time signature?” 
• “How many silent beats of preparation before the pick-ups are played?” 
• “Where are the extra beats (the beats not in the first measure)?” 
• “Are there pick-ups in both parts of the duet?” 
• Remind students to listen for balance – each part should support the other 
• Long, full quarter notes with beautiful tone quality 
• Review a few things about Stephen Foster (from Opus 1 – Some Folks Do) and folk music 

 
2.16  African Safari 
 

New note: Concert G (Alt. F Horn and Alt. Oboe Concert D)   Dynamics review    
Percussion: Introduce maracas  
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• Reinforce new note by playing note recognition game – you say a note, they play it; you flash a note on 
a staff (flash cards, manuscript paper, board), they name it and play it. 

• Horn: This is a new note only for those who play the right facing b pages and have been playing the 
upper notes. 

• Count the exercise before playing, using dynamics 
• Percussion Notes:  

Wood block:  Listen for a sound that is round and full, not edgy or brittle.  Proper mallet selection 
and striking closer to the opening yield a better sound.  Do not use a hard mallet or 
stick! 

Maracas:  Good articulation is produced by using a short snap of the wrist. 
Snare Drum:  Focus on equal lengths in the multiple bounce strokes.  Do not “push” or “press” into 

the head. Use light finger pressure for control. 
 
Theory – Articulation: Accent 
 

• Model accent using the voice and several instruments. 
• Play or sing several notes in succession, accenting one at random; have students identify the note that 

had the accent. 
• Let the student be the accent game leader. 
• Allow the student to select a favorite note and have them play several times, with and without accent. 
• Choose two adjacent notes and ask students to play them in succession, accenting one of your choice (3rd 

note, 4th note, etc.). 
• Listen for consistent tone quality, strong airstream, and strong accent; watch for embouchure breaches. 

  
2.17  Lean On it 
 

New note reinforcement   Accent   Breath control    Tone quality consistency  
 

• Find the new note – play it in isolation ahead of time, with and without accent 
• “Where are the accents?” 
• Listen for consistent tone quality, strong airstream, and strong accent; watch for embouchure breaches. 
• Percussion Note: Accents are performed using different stick or mallet height, not harder striking. 

Mallets: An accent indicates to emphasize a note by playing one dynamic louder. Remind students to 
use correct mallet height. 

 
Tambourine Technique – Correct Hold and Sound Production 
 

• Hold the tambourine along the frame where there are no jingles. The thumb is on top and the fingers 
underneath. Holding it at a 45° angle with the head reduces extra jingle noise. 

• For pp to mp sounds, play with the fingers on the rim of the tambourine. 
• For mf to ff sounds, play with the bunched fingers or fist in the center of the head. 

 
2.18  Walk to My Lou 
 

Accent   Breath control    American folk melody  
 

• Play the exercise for your students; ask them to sing it back using a neutral syllable. 
• “What melody is this?” 
• “Why is it called “Walk to My Lou” instead of “Skip to My Lou”?” This brief question-answer 

interaction can be a light precursor to new rhythms that will be added later. 
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• Horn: For students who read the right facing B pages and have been playing the lower octave instead of 
the upper, a new note is introduced: C (F concert). 

• Listen for consistent tone quality, strong airstream, and strong accent; watch for embouchure breaches. 
• Percussion Note: Look at the picture: a tambourine held at a 45º angle gives the most articulate sound.  

 
Theory – Syncopation 
 

• Reinforce the idea of strong beats and weak beats. 
• Play examples of syncopation – i.e., Syncopated Clock, Liza Jane, The Entertainer. 
• Look at the notation and have students clap – pulse clasped hands on the half note. 
• Use the familiar mnemonic “syn-co-pa” with the rhythm. 
• Have some students maintain a steady beat (clap, tap, etc) while the others perform the syncopated 

rhythm (clap, chant, play). 
 
2.19  Beat Street - Syncopation 
 

Syncopation 

 
• Use clasped hand pulsing for sustained notes. 
• Listen for accent on the syncopated rhythms. 
• Count and clap. 
• Play using a single note if desired. 
• Improvisation: Once students demonstrate skill clapping the rhythm in Beat Street, isolate the first two 

bars. Have all students clap the first two bars repeatedly. While the rhythm is being clapped, point to a 
student who will play the rhythm on an instrument using a single note or multiple notes. Follow with the 
clapped rhythm, then another player. Repeat as desired. 

 
2.20  Shoo Fly 
 

Syncopation   Accent    American folk song 
 

• Look at the notation. “Where are the syncopated measures?” 
• “Why are these measures syncopated?” 
• Listen for consistent tone quality, strong airstream, and strong accent; watch for embouchure breaches. 
• Percussion Notes: Important items in crash cymbal technique: cymbal position; strike off-center; one 

edge strikes immediately before the other (think flam!) Multiple bounce eighths in the snare should 
sound the same. The bounces may almost blend together. 

 
2.20a  Fork It Up (oboes only) 
 

New note (Alt. Oboe only): Forked F  
 

• Oboe players using the left facing A pages are introduced to forked F. 
• Demonstrate the fingering and reinforce the use of alternate fingerings for better technique when leaving 

or approaching Eb or D. 
• Demonstrate technique problems when this fingering is not used. 
• Have students listen to the problems and identify what happens to the sound. 
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• Suggest that students mark instances of forked F in the music with some indication that will help them 
remember to use this fingering. 

• Forked F is reinforced in 2.21. 
 
2.21  Chant 
 

Reinforce oboe Fork F   Reinforce low G   Reinforce syncopation 

 
 
2.21a  Some Accessories Required – Accessory Percussion Ensemble 
 

Reinforce accessory techniques 

 
• Focus on proper technique for each instrument. 
• Balance the sounds as students perform. Encourage them to listen to each other, especially the attacks. 
• Discuss and demonstrate phrasing and ensemble cohesiveness. 

 
Range Studies – F Horn Only (p. 14c) 
 

• If players have been working on the left facing a pages, this is where they will work to come into 
alignment with the rest of the students, learning the necessary key signatures and notes. For those who 
have been working on the right facing b pages, range development continues with page 14c. 

• Focus on learning new notes in 2.21A and B. Reinforce steady and supported airstream and stable 
embouchure. The airstream should get colder and faster as the pitches rise. 

• Theory (Horns Only) – Key Signature: Concert Bb Major 
o Review what a key signature is (Theory Box following 2.5).  
o Reinforce that this key signature tells horn players to play all Bs as Bb. 
o Review Bb fingering.  

• 2.21F, Final Ascent, provides the opportunity for horn players to realize the first six pitches of the Bb 
concert scale. Take these notes out of the context of the exercise by isolating them and having students 
play them in succession, reminding them about the procedures for successful range development. 

• As the horn player works to develop the low range, encourage relaxation in the throat and lips. 
Tightening will lead to frustration in addition to poorly developed range and tone quality. 

• As the horn player works to develop middle and upper range, discourage tightening and increase of 
pressure on the lips and mouthpiece, while encouraging faster, colder, and supported airstream. Corners 
of the embouchure should stay firm. 

• 2.21G, Rocky Mountain, includes a few instances where you will find an ascending and descending Bb 
concert arpeggio. Isolate these and have students play them by ear in an ascending and descending 
pattern. By doing this, the aural concept of the arpeggio is reinforced along with the opportunity for the 
student to work on range issues using intervals greater than a major or minor 2nd. 

 
Range Studies – Oboe Only (p. 14c) 
 

• If players have been working on the left facing a pages, this is where they will work to come into 
alignment with the rest of the students, learning the necessary key signatures and notes. For those who 
have been working on the right facing b pages, notes and forked F fingering are reinforced. 

• Introduce new notes for those who have not yet learned them. 21b and c focus on forked F. Watch and 
listen for accurate fingering. Exercise 21e uses regular F. Be watchful that students are selecting the 
correct fingering. Ask “Why does this exercise use regular F fingering and not forked F?” 
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• In 21F, ask which F fingering is most appropriate and why. 
•  

 
The A and B Pages (Horn Only) (Horn book, p.14d-14e) 
 

• These pages are specific to horn players. They will help everyone develop better sound in the lower 
range, particularly those who have been playing the left facing A pages or the upper range of the right 
facing B pages. 

• Introduce new notes for those who have not yet learned them. Remind them that when playing in a 
lower range on the horn, the throat and lips should be relaxed. The embouchure remains consistent and 
placement of the lips on the mouthpiece is one of the keys to success. Slow, warm, focused and 
supported air is necessary. 

•  The scale and interval studies on p.14e will help horn players to remember fingerings and practice good 
breath support and consistent embouchure while trying to maintain focused tone quality throughout the 
range. Encourage slow practice at first so that they can target good tone quality. 
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Opus 2 Encore 
 

Interpretation Station 
 
This Interpretation Station addresses National Standard 6: Listening to, analyzing, and describing music., and 
National Standard 7: Evaluating music and music performances 
 

• Allow students to listen to both performances. Repeat as needed. 
• Ask which of the two is more musical? Have them be as specific as possible. Listen for use of musical 

terms and reinforce. When students use descriptive language, reinforce with musical terminology. 
• Allow them to demonstrate if words cannot describe adequately. 
• Mark assessment form with Complete or Not Complete. 

 
Simon “Sez” 
 
Simon “Sez” is an assessment of the development of aural skills. Performance skills gained from reading are 
discrete and different from performance skills guided by aural cues. It addresses National Standard 2: 
Performing on instruments, alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music (which includes a play-by-ear 
element). 
 

• Students should listen to the familiar tune at least once (Itsy Bitsy Spider). 
• Listen again, if needed. 
• Help them by singing along with them using a neutral syllable; if they figured out it’s Itsy Bitsy Spider, 

let them use the lyrics. 
• Sing the home tone (tonic) for them. 
• Have them find it on their instruments. 
• Give them time to explore and find the other pitches; if they need guidance, ask if the music goes up or 

down). 
• Have them find pitches to short phrases and then playback 
• Put the whole tune together and perform. 
• Play using the accompaniment; ask students to critique themselves: Did I match the recording? 
• Mark assessment form using 1-5 scale. 

 
Composer’s Corner 
 
The Composer’s Corner allows you to assess students’ ability to transfer skills acquired from exercises 
specific to each Opus into a created product. It is a synthesis exercise to help you to assess higher order 
thinking. It addresses National Standard 4: Composing and arranging music within specified guidelines and 
National Standard 5: Reading and notating music. 
 

• If possible, have students complete this exercise in class. 
• If this is not possible, practice the exercise together using class suggestions as the model before 

assigning this as homework. Show the music with a projected image, on a white or black board, or on a 
handout. 

• Allow students to look back at the Opus to remember the different rhythms they have learned and used. 
• Allow students to practice notation skills by drawing half and quarter notes. 
• Students should complete the exercise and give the composition a title. The student’s name should 

appear as the composer. 
• Perform the composition for your students. 
• Mark assessment form using the rubric provided. 
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Pencil Power 
 
Pencil Power assessments will allow you to assess students’ ability to identify certain musical concepts 
generally found in the written score. It addresses National Standard 5: Reading and notating music. 
 

• Students should complete Pencil Power on their own. 
• Opus 2 Pencil Power reviews note names and places on the staff. Students will complete the missing 

notes to solve the puzzles. 
• You can have students to work from memory or let them to go back into the book to find answers. 
• Mark the assessment from provided. 

 
Curtain Up! 
 
The Encore section of every Opus has several performance pieces, most being full band arrangements. Students 
should be encouraged to use the CD and give full performances for friends and family. This is also time to learn 
performance and concert etiquette. Students should introduce each piece by title and acknowledge applause by 
bowing. Curtain Up!, like the majority of the text, addresses National Standard 2: Performing on 
instruments, alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music. 
 

• Listen and watch for demonstration of performance concepts taught in the Opus. 
• Mark assessment form for each work using the rubric provided. 

 
2.22  Tokecang 
 

• This is a traditional Indonesian song. There are many different languages and types of music associated 
with Indonesia.  

• Some other types of Indonesian music include gamelan (played by “orchestras” of most often consisting 
of drums, cymbals, gongs, metallophones, and cymbals), kecak (a story told in song and dance), and 
dangdut (popular Indonesian music).  

• Percussion Note: The bass drum should have a small, muted sound in this piece. We recommend using a 
small marching bass drum mallet. Place the left hand on the head about 6 inches from the counterhoop. 

 
2.25  The Syncopated Row Boat - Duet 
 

• Lightly Row is best known without syncopation. This arrangement gives students a chance to practice 
syncopation by putting a different spin on a familiar piece. 

• Remind students to hold the half notes for full value, give emphasis to the accents with air and correct 
stick height, and mind the dynamic changes. 

 
2.26  Crown of Majesty 
 

• Rehearsal numbers are introduced. Remind students of this concept as you move along in the book. 
When they are asked to play full band works that consist of many measures, it is often desirable to have 
students number each measure for ease in rehearsal. 

 
2.27  Obwisana 
 

• This is a traditional Ghanaian folk song. Like Indonesia, music of Ghana is diverse and reflects the 
diversity of the population. 
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• The B section of Obwisana (not included here due to range issues) is reminiscent of the American folk 
song Li’l Liza Jane. 

• Percussion Note: An option for percussionists is to play the snare drum with yarn mallets or hard 
timpani mallets. Remember to turn snares off. 

 
2.29  The Section Battle Rag 
 

• This piece has a section feature. Have different sections play a specific measure. Everyone plays at the 
end. Teach the term tutti (everyone). 

• Trombones learn the glissando in this piece (the real reason they wanted to play the trombone to begin 
with!). Players should tongue the first note and move the slide without tonguing. Remind them to keep 
their air moving. In this case, the slide moves from 1st to 6th back to 1st positions (F – C – F). Move the 
slide so that it reaches 6th position by beat 2 (bar 8). Reinforce “landing” on the C by sustaining it and 
listening to good tone quality and intonation before moving back up to the F. 

 
2.30  On Caribbean Shores 
 

• Listen for long quarters. Students will have a tendency to clip quarters, particularly in the low wind 
voices.  

• Percussion Note: Remind snare players that snares should be turned off for this piece. Refer to Opus 4 
for more information on clave technique.  

 


